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Posebne potrebe, inkluzija in vključenost jezikov v izobraževanju v državah tretjega sveta: kolumbijski kontekst

Rosa Dene David in Kimberley Brown

Članek poziva k premiku glede strategije vključevanja angleščine v izobraževanje in pobud za inkluzivno izobraževanje v Kolumbiji, da bi se zagotovilo, da tudi učenci angleškega jezika s posebnimi potrebami doživijo pravičen in vključujoč pouk v razredu, ki bi bil kontekstualno primeren. Pozivamo, da naj se pobude in načrtovanja v povezavi z angleškim jezikom črpajo iz teorij in praks z vseh delov sveta, in to v smeri poučevanja na ravni inkluzivnega izobraževanja. Trendi pri poučevanju angleškega jezika in inkluzivnem izobraževanju se namreč navezujejo na rešitve razvitrih držav, ki jih ni mogoče sistemizirati, da bi ustrezale enemu mednarodnemu standardu. Namesto tega z uporabo kolumbijskega konteksta kot primera ta prispevek predlaga lokaliziran pristop k izpolnjevanju izobraževalnih potreb učencev angleškega jezika, ki vključuje inkluzivno izobraževanje na institucionalni ravni. Ta model bi dal prednost delu regionalnih akademikov, s čimer bi zagotovili, da vsi učenci doživijo pravičen pouk v razredu, ki bi temeljil na epistemologi jah držav tretjega sveta in lokaliziranih načinih znanja.

Ključne besede: vključenost jezikov v izobraževanje, tretji svet, inkluzija, posebne potrebe, poučevanje angleščine
Introduction

This paper examines the tensions and divisions occurring between English language teaching (ELT) and inclusive education (IE) in Colombia, acknowledging the lack of interconnectedness between the two fields, which creates a disservice to students and teachers alike. Although there are many factors at play within the Colombian education system, there are three underlying issues that perpetuate the unification of ELT and IE: the lack of a universal definition that seeks to change the learning environment and not the student, the division between the private and public sectors, and the lack of teacher training and support (Anderson & David, 2022; Anderson, et al., 2022; Kamenopoulou, 2018b; OECD, 2016).

As with many governments in the region, the Colombian government has historically understood the need for English education, since English is seen as a means to drive development and internationalisation (Anderson et al., 2022; de Medina, 2002, 2004; Gonzalez, 2010). Inclusion, on the other hand, is often viewed from a medicalised position that aims to fix the ‘deficient learner’ rather than adjusting the learning environment to make it more accessible to a larger variety of students (Cruz-Velandia et al., 2013; Kamenopoulou, 2018a, 2018b; Vásquez-Orjuela, 2015). Hence, inclusion is often treated as an intervention to encourage the enrolment or retention of at-risk populations of children in school. In Colombia, there is a lack of articulation and interconnectedness between ELT and IE both in education policy and teacher-training initiatives, which in turn trickles down into classroom instruction and creates a disservice to all learners. Especially problematic is the fact that a group of individuals rightfully guaranteed access to English language study by government initiatives is not able to access this schooling. Furthermore, individuals stepping into roles as English language teachers receive little or no instruction in inclusive education for English language learners.

One key issue that arises when looking at IE is the fact that there is no universal definition of IE, nor is there a clear description of how IE should be implemented and specifically whom IE is meant to serve (Florian, 2009; Kamenopoulou, 2018a). It should be emphasised that identifying and responding to the needs of all learners is the main goal of inclusion. While IE is commonly assumed to support children with disabilities, it also supports other disadvantaged groups of children who experience marginalisation based on race, socioeconomic background, religious affiliation, gender identity and so forth (Kiuppis, 2014). However, each of these populations of learners experiences different barriers within mainstream education (Erten & Savage, 2012).
Colombian policies approach inclusion from a medicalised perspective, which creates an ableist framework, further problematising and stigmatising learners who are perceived as different (Kamenopoulou, 2018b).

The Colombian people face adversity and inequality that is further complicated by the lack of social services related to education and educational reform. It is of paramount importance for Colombia to not only work with a universal definition of inclusion, but to localise how to successfully implement this definition. This is not yet being done. At the same time, the development of competence in English is often considered a priority for Colombian children, as English is seen as a way to prepare the next generation to be able to participate internationally in the twenty-first century. The present research seeks to identify the mismatches regarding ELT and IE initiatives in public school classrooms throughout Colombia. It explores the intersection of IE, ELT and English-in-education planning, and the privileging of Global North (GN) theories and practice. We argue that if the Colombian education system is to truly prepare ELT educators to meet the needs of its diverse student populations, it is necessary for English language initiatives to build in dimensions of inclusive education and craft curricula that are grounded in localised and contextualised settings. This must be done while addressing language-in-education planning and teacher education standards.

**Theoretical Considerations**

*The Global South (GS)*

This paper explores the Colombian education system through a post-colonial lens, acknowledging the fact that the current global power imbalances that are in place are deeply connected to colonisation and neo-colonialism (Sousa Santos, 2018). The GS is used to describe geographic locations across the world that have and continue to experience economic and political oppression due to structures put into place during the colonial era and the disparity that continues to plague regions around the world that are often referred to as underdeveloped, developing or Third World countries (Dados & Connell, 2012; Comaroff & Comaroff, 2011; Kamenopoulou, 2018a). The economic and political realities of Colombia today do not match most educational settings in the GN; the harsh realities of post-colonialism need to push educators within the region to look for answers in directions that are not necessarily centred on Northern-centric ways of learning.
**Inclusive education (IE)**

In classrooms around the world, various definitions of equity, diversity and inclusion are being used to shift the learning agenda to meet the needs of all learners, particularly those who are at risk of being marginalised. The latter includes individuals with disabilities, who account for roughly 15 percent of the world’s population or 1 billion people (WHO & World Bank, 2011), with 10 percent of the population having some kind of learning disability (Kormos & Smith, 2012). Although increased attention has been devoted to IE initiatives worldwide since the creation of the Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNGA, 1989) and the Salamanca Statement and Framework for Action on Special Needs Education (UNESCO, 1994), the actual implementation of IE practices varies drastically across global contexts (Pijl et al., 1997). IE is commonly understood as an approach to teaching that creates educational opportunities for all learners, especially learners who have traditionally been excluded from the education system, who are at high risk of being excluded or have not received the kind of support they need to succeed in their educational studies (Kamenopoulou, 2018a). However, as there is no universal definition of IE, in some cases where institutions have tried to implement and have failed, IE simply means getting at-risk populations of children into classrooms regardless of the educational outcome (Acuña & Cárdenas, 2017). These conflicting ways of approaching inclusivity are not just problematic for the children themselves, they shed a light on a much larger problem: the need for education reform that begins with the learners themselves and the contexts in which they live.

For many countries rooted in the GS, inclusive instruction may be the only means to meet the needs of diverse learners due to the educational divide between the private and public sectors, as well as limited resources and teachers. Educational initiatives that are easy to employ in the GN may not be accessible in the GS (due to, for example, lack of electricity or consistent internet access). The dichotomy between what IE is and who it serves highlights the need not only for a universal definition, but for a localised definition and a level of attention to policies that seek to support the larger, overarching understanding of IE on the ground. Furthermore, policies need to transfer down to an implementation level, from the macro-level and onward to the micro-level.

**ELT and language-in-education policy**

ELT models have been situated in a time-space continuum. Popular social science theories at a given moment in time have influenced what is presented to pre-service and in-service teachers. Most recently, communicative language teaching (CLT), content language integrated learning (CLIL),
project-based learning (PBL) and task-based learning (TBL) have been marketed and infused in ELT programmes throughout the world. The problematic nature of this lack of inclusion of locally designed models, theories and practices influences both language-in-education plans and policies crafted at the nation-state level. Bettney (2022) uses the term ‘coloniality’ to describe drawing only on the works of individuals in the GN. Bohn (2003) acknowledges that in his native Brazil, teachers have not drawn from theory or practice-building from their peers, but rather have turned again towards general GN sources and theories. He comments on the cost of this practice, stating that “Brazilian teachers have become strangers in their own land” (p. 170).

As we will see, the Colombian ELT context parallels the scene described in Brazil. In addition to a lack of promotion of locally crafted theories about language teaching and learning, there is little to no infusion of information and practices aligned with inclusive education for pre-service and in-service teachers (Acuña & Cárdenas, 2017; Correa-Montoya & Castro-Martinez, 2016). CAST co-founder David Rose (2019: xii) problematises in particular the lack of exploration of what he terms ‘different ecologies’ in different cultures focusing on fossilisations of the framing of Universal Design for Learning (UDL) around the world. Pre-service and in-service teachers are introduced to notions of inclusive education models that may include a set of recommendations that more often than not work best in settings with accessible technology. Such models are unsuitable for most language classrooms in public sectors in Colombia. In the worst-case scenario, pre-service and in-service teachers are never introduced to ideas of disability and difference in the language classroom, instead being left to seek out this kind of information on their own. A brief exploration of recent TESOL methodology texts reveals that very few incorporate chapters related to what it means to have a learning difference or disability (Jian Wang, personal communication 5/9/20).

Language-in-education planning refers specifically to educational planning that focuses on English language education. While this frequently refers to mother tongue and additional language policies in the mainstream classroom, our concern here is how the language situation, the macro-level policy goals and implementation, and the micro-level policy goals and implementation are articulated for the use of teacher education programmes training pre-service and in-service teachers to teach English (Tollefson, 1981). Countries rooted in the GS often approach language policy and planning from a Northern-centric perspective and draw upon the work of scholars situated in the GN or educated in the GN, thus again retaining a possible level of coloniality (Bettney, 2022; Roux, 2012). These mismatches are characteristic not only of the Colombian context, but of many Global South contexts (Pennycook & Makoni, 2020).
Colombian education: A brief overview

Colombia is as culturally, ethnically and linguistically diverse as its geographic landscape. With a population of 50 million (World Bank, 2021), Colombia is home to 64 indigenous languages and two creole languages (Islander and Palenquero), while Spanish is the official language (González & Rodríguez 1999; González, 2010). Present-day Colombia has forged a new path towards reconciliation of its turbulent and violent past with the 2016 signing of a ceasefire accord with the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) (UN Peacemaker, 2016). However, with deep social and economic inequalities, ongoing armed conflicts and internal displacement, along with high poverty rates among Afro-Colombian and indigenous populations, children with disabilities are among a long list of children who may experience exclusion (Kamenopoulou, 2018b; OCHA, 2017).

Education in Colombia is understood as a civic right, as the Constitution of 1991 posits that all Colombians have the right to an education. Compulsory education currently spans a ten-year period and requires students to be in school from the age of 5 to 15 (OECD, 2016). Primary education lasts five years beginning at age 6, while secondary education is divided into four years of compulsory basic secondary education encompassing grades 6 through 9 (WENR, 2016). The Colombian education system is divided into the private for-profit sector and the public sector. Many of the private for-profit schools model their curricula around some form of international curriculum that prioritises foreign language education or bilingual language education (usually English) at the expense of the development of competencies in the students’ first language (i.e., Spanish) (de Mejía, 2004, 2013). Additionally, these for-profit schools market themselves as international schools and often offer an internationally accepted accreditation such as the international baccalaureate to justify the huge cost of tuition. Although the exact numbers of students attending private schools are rather ambiguous, it is estimated that 19% of Colombian school-age children attend private schools, with 81% of the population attending public schools (OECD, 2016). Uribe et al. (2006) indicate that the differences between the private and public sectors highlight the drastic difference in quality between the public and private sectors. The public sector faces a plethora of obstacles, such as poor school infrastructure, high dropout rates and a lack of qualified teachers (WENR, 2020). The OECD (2016) has indicated that Colombian secondary students have relatively poor learning outcomes, ranked second to last among the 37 OECD countries, and in rural areas and some border regions dropout rates are as high as 11%, with an estimated 35,080 school-aged children
out of school in 2019 (World Bank, 2021). All of this highlights some of the challenges that Colombian education faces. In the continuation, we will focus our analysis on the tensions between ELT and IE.

The Colombian education system: Tensions in ELT

Although Colombia’s cultural and linguistic landscape is diverse, bilingualism in the Colombian context is often thought of as “the mastery of Spanish and another Western language, mainly English” (González, 2010, p. 333). Bilingual and multilingual communities where Spanish and an indigenous language (or languages) are spoken and intertwined are often fraught with social and economic disparity and heightened racial and ethnic discrimination (Behrman et al., 2003; González, 2010). It is widely understood that English holds the highest status of any foreign language (de Mejía, 2004). Due to its proximity to the United States, along with Colombia’s strong economic ties to the US and a large Colombian population residing within its territory, an American variety of English is often favoured over other varieties of English (British Council, 1989, 2015).

As Colombia has seen a surge in English language programming and English has been integrated into Colombian education in both the private and public sectors, truly bilingual education within the region is generally only available to children from middle to upper-middle class families living in urban areas (de Mejía, 2002; Valencia, 2013). These private schools are typically advertised as international bilingual schools and are tied (sometimes loosely) to some form of an international curriculum (e.g., the International Baccalaureate Organisation, the Cambridge International Examination or the Council of International Schools). In contrast, students within the public sector receive limited English language instruction from teachers who are often given the additional teaching hours merely to fill their schedules, with little, if any, articulation between levels.

The interest in English language education came to fruition in 1994 and has continued to grow with shifts in English language policies and initiatives (Gonzales, 2010). In 1994, foreign language education was first put into legislation with Law 115. This legislation suggested that school-aged children should develop competencies in a foreign language, but it did not establish a policy or programme (Ley 115, 1994), leaving schools to map out their own agendas. This resulted in large numbers of schools (private schools) integrating some form of English language curriculum. In 2004, the Colombian government implemented the National Bilingual Program (PNB, Programa Nacional de Bilingüismo) with the advice and assistance of the British Council (Bettney, 2022;
British Council, 1989, 2015). The programme has undergone several policy and name changes and continues to advance English language initiatives within the region, with the goal of all Colombian citizens being bilingual by 2019, (Bettney, 2021; Usma Wilches, 2015). Sadly, the underlying theories of language education remain those of the GN and do not yet truly reflect the local needs of learners and teachers alike.

Unsurprisingly, the PNB has reshaped the role of English within the nation, going as far as stating that being proficient in English will provide Colombians with more economic advantages. The PNB includes a list of communicative competencies that are based on the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFRL) and outlines a number of Northern-centric teaching approaches (e.g., CLIL, CLT, PBL, and TBL) that it recommends be adopted to ensure English education meets international standards (Eliecer Benavides, 2021; Usma Wilches, 2015). For the Ministerio de Educación (MEN; Ministry of Education), adopting the CEFRL provided a framework to create an English language assessment tool that would become a part of PRUEBAS SABER, a standardised knowledge test used to assess all students across various disciplines.

In terms of proficiency, the Ministry set its sights high, projecting that by 2014, 40% of all high school graduates would have a minimum B1 proficiency, and 100% of EFL teachers would have a minimum B2 English proficiency (Eliecer Benavides, 2021). However, the PRUEBAS SABER results told another story of English language education in the region. The 2014 and 2017 PRUEBAS SABER results indicated that Colombia has a long way to go in terms of reaching its goals. In 2014, 94% of the students nearing graduation had low levels of English proficiency, ranging from below basic proficiency (A-) to A2, while only 4% attained the goal of B1 English proficiency (Eliecer Benavides, 2021). In 2017, the percentage of students spanning low level to basic users decreased by 3%, with 91% of students having A- to A2 English proficiency and 7% meeting the B1 expectation (Eliecer Benavides, 2021). The Ministry has tried to place the onus on the teachers, stating that improving teachers’ English proficiency is crucial to raising the national standard, and it continues to implement a series of general English courses aimed at improving English within the region.

In summary, Colombia has had a long and sometimes turbulent relationship with English language education, which, for better or worse, has aligned itself with Northern-centric epistemologies. The current English language policy has set an ambiguous course for its learners and their teachers, leaving both teachers and their students behind without further recourse. In the next section, we look at IE in Colombia.
The Colombian education system: Tensions in IE

There has been relatively little systematic research about IE and the inclusion of learners from different marginalised groups. Moreover, there is a perceptual mismatch at the national level regarding what IE is, who IE is meant to serve and what IE entails inside any given classroom (Acuña & Cárdenas, 2017; Kamenopoulou, 2018a, 2018b; Moreno Angarita & Gabel, 2008). Educational researchers (e.g., Correa-Montoya & Castro-Martinez, 2016; Beltran-Villamizar et al., 2015; Kamenopoulou, 2018b) who have studied inclusion in Colombia have found that even though there are policies that advocate for inclusive practice, the policies related to disability are rooted in medicalised discourse of disability, which is synonymous with looking at disability through a deficiency lens. Current understandings, policies and practices regarding IE, along with a lack of teacher training and support, often lead to misperceptions in general education classrooms and the exclusion of learners from disadvantaged backgrounds (Acuña & Cárdenas, 2017; Kamenopoulou, 2018b).

IE was first entered into law in 1994, as a direct response to the UN’s 1994 Salamanca Agreement (Ley 115, 1994), but there have been difficulties executing policies and practices on the ground (Correa-Montoya & Castro-Martinez, 2016; Kamenopoulou, 2018b). Ley 115 broadly stated that education must be guaranteed to all Colombian citizens and that IE teaching strategies must be used to make education accessible to all learners. In 2011, Colombia furthered its international commitment to inclusion by ratifying the United Nations’ 2006 Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities. In 2013, this initiative was strengthened by providing a more detailed set of policies to ensure that the needs of students with differences and disabilities were met through the establishment of six principles: participation, diversity, interculturality, equity, quality and appropriateness. In reality, however, inclusion looks starkly different in Colombia. At the time of publication, to our knowledge, there have only been a handful of initiatives and programmes that have sought to provide access to education to school-aged children who have been identified as members of marginalised and disadvantaged groups, such as the Escuela Nueva Activa model (Active New School, ENA), the Programa Nacional de Etnoeducación (the National Ethno-education Project, PNE), Educación Inclusiva de Calidad (Quality Inclusive Education, EIDC) and De Cero a Siempre (From Zero to Always, DCAS). Each of these programmes and initiatives serves diverse populations in distinctively different ways.

While these kinds of programmes and initiatives show growth in the region, there has been very little research or quality data to analyse the
effectiveness of this kind of programming (MEN, 2013). However, census data can help to paint a more complete picture. In 2014, there were 119,060 students with diagnosed disabilities, although data from the 2005 census indicated that there were 426,425 children aged 0–17 with some form of disability in Colombia (OECD, 2016). The Saldarriaga-Concha Foundation’s (FSC) 2016 Alternative Report estimated that in 2015 there were approximately 10.3 million children enrolled in school and only 1.34 percent were children with disabilities. Of these students, 85 percent were attending public schools while 15 percent were enrolled in the private sector. The FSC Alternative Report (2016) clearly articulates the issue at hand, acknowledging that, “It is estimated that a large number of children in early childhood with disabilities are invisible to the state agenda and programs” (p. 41). Of the students with disabilities who were registered, 33.8 percent did not finish any grade level and only 37.9 percent finished primary school (Correa-Montoya & Castro-Martinez, 2016). This number continues to decrease, with only 20.5 percent of students registered with disabilities finishing high school and only 1.7 percent going on to complete university studies. These numbers indicate that the current efforts being made by MEN are not enough.

The Colombian government continues to invest in IE (Correa-Montoya & Castro-Martinez, 2016). Yet, teacher-training initiatives, classroom resources and materials remain scarce. Kamenopoulou (2018b) found that IE was synonymous with the notion of having a support teacher, meaning that schools were only inclusive if they employed a support teacher(s), or a teacher whose sole purpose is to work with children with disabilities, which is generally beyond the budget of any public school. Moreover, her findings suggested that support teachers did not remove students with disabilities from the general education classroom, that they were not putting enough effort into their work, and that some schools were purposely trying not to be inclusive by avoiding the hiring of support teachers. These findings shed light on two overarching problems: defining IE and the lack of teacher education.

IE is widely misunderstood, and in the case of Colombia it is often treated as if it is synonymous with disability, leaving out other populations of children who are at risk of exclusion (Kamenopoulou, 2018b). The work of Beltrán-Villamizar et al. (2015) acknowledges that there are four additional groups of children in Colombia that are at risk of marginalisation: black Afro-Colombian and indigenous populations; children who are victims of the armed conflict; children being reinstated into society after being somehow involved with the armed conflict(s); and children living at the borders. Yet, in the case of Kamenopoulou’s (2018b) work described above, teachers held the common misconception that schools were only inclusive if they had support teachers, and that
inclusion was synonymous with disability. In regard to teacher-education, the most recent findings indicate that special education programmes are on the decline in Colombia, even though in 2015, the Colombian government invested 12.2 million dollars in teacher training, classroom resources and materials (Correa-Montoya & Castro-Martinez, 2016). Furthermore, in 2015, there were a total of 443 teacher-training programmes, but only 18 of these programmes were geared towards special education. Of these 18 programmes, 14 were university teacher-training programmes, 3 were categorised as specialisations (also known as certificate programmes) and 1 was a master's programme (Correa-Montoya & Castro-Martinez, 2016). Under most circumstances, pre-service teacher training does not explore inclusion or special education, as this area is regarded as a matter for special education professionals. Moreover, if pre-service teachers want to develop a background in inclusion, they must choose to specialise in special education (Kamenopoulou, 2018b). This lack of training and support leaves large numbers of Colombian educators without the resources needed to serve their diverse student populations.

This section has described IE in Colombia, acknowledging that current understandings of inclusion have had a negative effect on the overall education system and shedding light on the need for a universal definition, along with teacher-training programmes to help familiarise teachers with what inclusion means and whom it seeks to serve. As described above, IE is meant not only to serve learners with disabilities, but also seeks to recognise and support learners from diverse socio-cultural-ethnic populations as a precursor to equity, diversity and inclusion initiatives. In the following section, we look at how these tensions in and around ELT and IE affect both ELT teachers and the diverse students they serve.

**Inclusive education planning in Colombia: A theoretical model**

In order to identify what inclusive education in the ELT setting in Colombia could aim for, it is necessary to identify ELT issues that have dominated teacher-education worldwide. As an increasingly globalised world puts all kinds of English speakers together, it is incumbent upon the ELT community to provide the greatest access possible to promote engagement and agency on the part of speakers. Preparatory programmes need to model this. However, the majority of TESOL programmes situated in the Global North, whether for pre-service or in-service teachers, continue to draw upon the privilege of the native speaker: textbooks, theories and practices remain those of the Global North.
Barnawi and Phan (2014, p. 3) believe that TESOL preparatory programmes need to employ what they term “a more consistent and collectively critical approach in TESOL pedagogy and curriculum”. Their exploration follows that of Ilieva and Waterstone (2013), documenting practices that do not reflect what Kumaravadivelu terms a ‘post-methods’ approach (2003). Barnawi and Phan (2014, p. 4) suggest that a post-methodology approach “[...] presupposes that periphery teachers will devise their classroom pedagogy in ways that are compatible with local intellectual conditions”. This access is best promoted by teaching teachers how to incorporate techniques, curricula and assessments situated within their own contexts, drawing upon design principles that are adaptable and not necessarily tied to the Global North. Sadly, as Yang in Phan (2017, p. xviii) observes, those educated in the West often return home, as expected, with knowledge situated in that context, but without a comparable reservoir of information for their own contexts.

Philipson (1992) explored the dependency of Global South English language practitioners upon the Global North in his classic *Linguistic Imperialism*, outlining policies and practices that affect language teaching pedagogy. In his analysis comparing centre and periphery, he notes that GN theories, recommendations for models and methods, and even textbooks have not been infused with information from anywhere else. Kubota (2019, p. 8) uses the phrase ‘epistemological racism’, noting with respect to a Brazilian applied linguist’s work:

Scholarship from the geographically GS was not regarded as ‘global enough’ or was positioned outside of the ‘global context’. The concept of ‘global’ in turn is made equivalent to northern (i.e. Euro-American) theory and practice.

We suggest there are parallel issues in the areas of inclusion and disability studies, most notably regarding the ELT classroom and preparatory practices for pre-service and in-service teachers. Moreover, the general paucity of preparatory modules examining learner differences in ELT contexts is the default or unmarked parameter in both programmes and texts. For example, a brief exploration of 17 TESOL Method texts from 2001 to 2019 reveals that only 2 contain units on teaching ELLs with learning differences (Jian Wang, personal communication, 5/8/2020).

Underscoring this observation is the dimension of inequality evidenced in theories and practices of this diversity from the GS that are not referenced, or are under referenced, in the general language teaching canon. Paradigms of language teaching have been strongly rooted in the GN, including CLT, this decade’s
contemporary darling. If we instead – or even in addition – examine the indigenisation of social science research, international development and English language instruction, World Englishes, language-in-education planning and policy, and IE, this enables us to develop new strategies, policies and ultimately curricula preparing teachers and learners. Hamnett et al. (1984, p. 78) unpack three dimensions of the indigenisation of social science research, focusing on what they term “theoretic, structural, and substantive indigenization”. Theoretic indigenisation involves the creation of theories and metatheories framed by local world views; structural indigenisation refers to the creation of institutions and organisations that support local research; and substantive indigenisation relates to the actual content of research: the areas of focus are local.

Within our proposed perspective, theoretic indigenisation would involve the development of an inclusive education approach that consistently takes local context and nation-state parameters into account; additionally, this development of theory would be focused within the nation-state needs (substantive indigenisation). Such theories would bring inclusive education for ELLs into the pre-service and in-service education models in Latin America.

Structural indigenisation would involve the infusion of the theories discussed above into think tanks and teacher preparatory institutions, where evidence-based practices would be proposed that fit the context outlined above. In the GS, education ministries are responsible for the goals, policies and practices that educational institutions need to follow for the preparation of language teachers. When leaders in these settings have been socialised into their disciplines via leadership from abroad (e.g., leaders have studied outside their home countries and worked with theories designed in different contexts), they are not always aware of the ideological implications of their work.

For example, while CLT appears to be the default teaching model promoted by most current programmes, there are contexts where it can be problematic. As Chowdhury and Phan (2008, p. 305) suggest, “Even though CLT claims to create a democratic classroom that is responsive to students’ needs, it is often inappropriate and incompatible, neither sophisticated nor responsive enough for the complex educational needs and cultures of students in certain settings”. Structural indigenisation would attend to what Tollefson terms the “language situation, macro policy proposals and macro policy implementation” (1991) of a nation-state, in our case, Colombia.

Within the area of IE, numerous authors note the paucity of both grounding theory and case studies with attention to the local context (Grech & Soldatic, 2016; Kamenopoulou, 2018a; Kamenopoulou & Dukpa, 2018). This is the dimension of theoretic indigenisation. Others call for the implementation
of programmes within teacher education that address the needs of learners in local contexts (Schuelka, 2015; Sharma et al., 2013). Our conscious situating of theories, structures and practices in a GS context is related to work in international education and development, as well as the role of English. For us at this point, the key is to attend to both where the theories have originated and the degree to which they can account for and inform what happens in the GS.

Tollefson (1981) lays out the relationship between a general language situation, macro-level policy decisions and implementation, as well as micro-level policy decisions and implementation, focusing on how these dimensions affect second language acquisition. We would take the model further, as it was not originally linked to inclusive education studies or equity. The figure below, adapted from Echeita Sarrionandia and Ainscow (2011), suggests how we view the relationship between these elements. At the outermost circle, we see that both GS and GN theories are represented. At the next level, policies are again introduced from GS and GN perspectives. We then see structures promoting the levels of indigenisation discussed above. The practices promoting the same levels of indigenisation and at the centre of the Venn diagram below reflect the idea that notions of inclusive education play an equal role with ELT policy in creating the best conditions for learners.

**Figure 1**
*Policy Planning Cycle*

*Note.* Implications for equitable design in ELT. Adapted from Echeita Sarrionandia, & Ainscow, 2011.
In order to craft more equitable and context-specific preparation for pre-service and in-service teachers, we believe attention to theoretic, structural and substantive indigenisation is necessary. Theories of inclusive education and English language teaching need to build upon the context of the GS and most specifically the nation-state context. This applies to methods of language teaching and textbook selection as well as curriculum design that builds in dimensions of UDL. Notions of IE that move beyond learning disabilities and specific language differences need to be built into language education preparatory programmes.

Kamenopoulou (2018a) suggests that one way to bring inclusive education into teacher preparatory programmes, in general, is to consider what she terms ‘universal’ and ‘singular’ dimensions of the field. For Kamenopoulou, these perspectives emerge from the local context. However, she suggests that the content of teacher education programmes in the GN that send teachers back to their home country contexts needs to include both universal dimensions of the field and country-specific recommendations. For us, an equitable design would first and foremost introduce pre-service and in-service teachers to the notions of inclusive education and equity for ELLs with such needs. This is currently a marked and often unrepresented dimension of English language teacher preparation. Secondly, as Barnawi and Phan (2014) have suggested, building attention to local contexts and needs into language teacher preparatory programmes in the GN will permit English language teachers and teacher educators who are returning to their home countries to actively design programmes and interventions, as they have attended to such things in their graduate programmes. Their home countries’ needs have not been invisible. Thirdly, in-service language teacher professional programmes in the GS must include not only the universal but singular dimensions of how to meet the needs of English language learners with both diagnosed and undiagnosed learning differences and disabilities.

Conclusion

We have demonstrated that although GN theories and policies may be necessary, it is not sufficient to draw from them alone in establishing appropriate context-based IE and ELT policies and programmes in Colombia. Inclusion is absolutely paramount for teachers and learners. Drawing upon a universal definition of inclusion creates a learning and teaching environment that relies on changing the environment rather than the student. Working with a localised notion of IE still demands that English language teachers work from policies that build in inclusion from the very start. We suggest that teacher educators
can model what it means for learners to have agency, thus sending forth a generation of English language educators in local contexts who will pass this belief on to their learners. An underexplored dimension of the arguments raised in this paper includes what the long-term effect of this type of agency and inclusion means for other students in these classrooms. In an era of increasing globalisation, both face-to-face and virtual, our classrooms have become active contact zones for the exploration and development of greater intercultural competence and empathy. People in the local context have the right and responsibility to make equitable choices for their learners within their own contexts that are not reliant on the GN. Language teacher preparatory programmes need to draw upon indigenisation and the incorporation of theories and practices related not only to language methodology, but also to inclusive education.
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